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Introduction

The Book of Isaiah, which is split into three sect ons or three books, begins with a message aadressed to Judah, a tribe lea

by Davidic kings (Ahaz and Hezekiah) in the shadow of the Assyrian Empire (Isaiah 1 -39). It transitions into a narrative ot Judah's

suffering as exiles at the heart of the Babylonian Empire (Isaiah 40-55). It comes to an end with the Juaean colony's being

addressed at the fringes of the Persian Empire 156-66). The address to the three dif’ering audiences is confirmed in the fina form., ]

he first book o' Isaiah is especial y concerned with judgment and woe oracles cont'asting the last book, which is fil ed with the

sound of hope, the echo of redemption, and the freeaom of salvation

Throughout al three texts, the holiness of Yahweh unifies the ma or subtopics of the writings —such as salvation, judgment, and the

human activity of sin and repentance—which are de ive'ed through prophetic orac es and then either responded to or ignored by

the people. Desoite its dif’erences contextua ly ord chronologically, Isa ah as o whole is a testament to the sovereign Lord of a

nations. Much of the fol owing discussion will be centralized around the unique, yet key, passage of Isaioh 6, but theology will also

be exo ored throughout 'he text as a who e Because of the ho ness of Yahweh, there is juagment and salvation for a sinful peop e

who struggle with rebellion and the necessity of true reoentance

Oracles Against the Nation (OAN)

The ma’or collection of Oracles Against the Nations (OAN) is found in the first book of Isaiah from 13.1-23.1 and also in 30.6. The

oracle against the eading power of Babylon (13.1-14.23) is ''allowed by the oracle against the older representation of power

Assyr a ( I 4:24-2/'). The'e is an orace against Philistia (14:28-32), Moab (15.1-16.14), Damascus (1/.1-3), Ethiopia (18.1-7)

Egypt (19.1-25), again Babylon (21:1-10), Dumah (21:11-12), the desert places (21.13-15), Kedar (21.16-17), and then Tyre

(23.1-1 8). While these oracles are given within specific soci apolitical military contexts, the recovery and Full understanding of these

contexts are difficult, but the theologica context is evident.[2] The holy Yahweh's judgment and salvation will reign over the nation

and the point will be made that he is sovereign and Lord over Israel

he display of God’s reationship with Assyria preconceives a way that inte'twines divine sovereignty with human response. In 5.26

Yahweh summons the army of Assyria In 1 0.4. the club or star* tha’ is wielded is an expression of God s wrath Assyria is being

criticized because of its action— t is not s mp y a means fo' Yahweh to act ago nst Ephraim but there is a so the goa of devastating

an entire series o* nations (10.7-8). The treatment of Jerusalem and Sama'ia is that of the other Middle Eastern cities (1 0.9-1 1 ).[3]

The OAN is c early an intrinsic aspect o' the Isa anic message of juagment on Israel. Isaiah's theo ogy is greatly affected by nis

OAN and the view of history is that Yahweh controls the destinies of all the nations and takes a particu ar interest in Israe

According to Northwest University associate professor of O d lestament studies Dr. David Hymes, the purpose of the Oracles

Against the Nations in Isa ah, is not as much about pronouncing judgment on notions os it is about announcing the sa vation of

srae —if they would just trust the Lord.[4] The part about trusting the Lord is what Israel greatly struggles with, and their tendency to

oak for he p in other places, espec a y in the first book o* Isaiah, is what e icits the OAN. The House of David is refe'red to in 7.2,

telling of a nation that can and should trust in the ever-steadfast, but is doubting and fearfully looking to an alternative —another 

nation —for help. . his oracle found in 7.1 -9 displays the unfounded distrust Yahweh’s peop e have in him, even though long-term

suppor' was pledgee to the House of Dovid in 2 Samuel 7.1 1-16.[5]

Chapters 1 3-23 o' Isaiah are known os the Prophecies Against the Nations because of the amount of suffering ana trouble it

aadresses to other nations, contrasted with any sort of blessing. The descriptions of these inti m idating orac les are named by titles

such as Babylon Prophecy’ or Moab Prophecy." It is interesting to note that there is a neutra naming of 'hese orac es and that

they were not actua y delivered to the other nations; they are in fact de ivered to Judah, just like mony of the other prophecies. The

point of these Oracles Against the Notions seems to be on effective mp ementot on of Yohweh's intentions for these notions. . hey

were a word of God that a owed his purposes to unfo d, but 'he re aying is an aspect of o p'ophet's ministry to God's people. The

objective of delivering messages about other nations to Judah is found in some ma’or parts: The emphasis on catastrophe connects

with Judah's inevitcb e terror of those nations, ana the flipside is that Juaah has c tenaency to out their hope and trust in o’her

nations. Additionally, Yahweh wants to assert his lordship ove' all nations and remind Judah of his power to do with them as he

pleases. These oracles are meant to get that point across; in order to ao so. they go to extremes —shown in chaoter 20 when Isaiah

is bore'oot and naked while wondering through Jerusalem to physica lly symbolize the fate of those notions (Egypt and Sudan).[6]

Hoy (Woe) Oracle

The hoy or woe oracle has a oat'em that is made up of two parts: accusation and threat. The last oracle that pertains to this

study is the one that has to do with admonition The pattern in this ore ncludes a call to' re pentance. Its three parts are: messenge'

-ormula; admonition (often utilizing an imperative, which elicits the call for repentance); and reason.[7]

One espec a ly unique oracle is when Isaiah, in his cal narrative in chapter 6, pronounces a woe on himself that is normally

'eserved for the nations. When he sees the Holy One, he becomes more aware of himself than he has ever been and his

consciousness o' sin is intensifiea in 6.5: ‘Woe is me 'or I am lost; I am a mon of unclean lips and I dwell in the midst or a people

with unc ean I ps; for my eyes haves seen the King 'he Lord of hostsl'

dIsaiah 28-35 i ncluaes six distinctive parts denoted by the wor woe The first three woes’ have to do with divine act on

and the latter three deal with relaying similar application to history and eschatology. The inherent message found in •he reoetitive

hoy orac es is that trust must be in Yahweh. One thing each occurrence has in common is the fact that they come to a climactic head

at the lost day. The faith the peop e to whom God is revealing his sovereignty is a p'actical key to live how they are supposed to: in

'ear in 'oith and in obed ence to the holy Yahweh. In chapter 28, the principle found is that destruction succeeds the people's

rejection of God s word and covenant. In chapters 33-35, one can see the application in that though the peoo e may think and

appear to be in control, divine sovereignty not on y remains, but ru es; the adversaries will eventually be destroyed and the

'edeemed will co lect at Zion.[8]

If the OANs we'e imparted so Yahweh’s lordship could be displayed over the nations and Israe would truly see and fear

Gob as the one who hob contra and sove'eignty, the prerogative of the Hoy Oracle was given so God cou d obd'ess Judah's

■oo ishness in not trusting him Both serve as warnings steeoed in ’udgment and devastation, but that is so the peoo e will hea' and

repent. If the people see the di'eness of their unfaithL ness, and, therefore, their faithfulness also, they will turn and repent

Moreover, the possibility remains that the prophecies will become obso ete. If the oeople collectively respond, the'e may be 

so vation before judgment

Judgment Oracle

For the judgment oracle one can expect to see three ma ar parts: the messenger :ormula; fol owed by a threat or predictive

statement; and the accusation, which constitutes the reason 'or the threat.[9. Chapter 2 is c early on oracle of judgment. I' is

Yahweh dealing with his people through the prophet's oracle, which is uti zing the messenger formula. His peoo e are consumed i n

their arrogant pride and caught up in materialistic and pagan ways. The predictive statement is round in -he announcement of

judgment through the three-time repetition of the phrases in that day' and there is a day be onging to the Lord.'’ This is indicative

of the Day of the Lord. The gravity of this threat is ;ound in verse 9, when it says that man will be humb ed, brought ow, and not

'orgiven The expectea resuIt o' this orocle s to a orify Yahweh by penetrating and destroying man's narcissistic acc amotion, ihe

reason for this judgment is seen in the intensity of Israel s unorthodox worship and wrong 'eligious practices. This lea ds to the

harshness of Yahweh's response ana affirms the ideas that forgiveness is impossible without castigation o' sin, and that specifica ly

the sins of arrogant pride, idolatry and obstinacy may impede ;orgiveness. This is not insinuating any desire of destruction on the

part of the prophet, but the urgency and finality of the oracle may be in hopes o* quickly pushing the peop e into repentance.[ I 0.

ihe [udgment oracle is necessary in not only common eating the power and the holiness of Tahweh *oword Israel, bu* o so his desire

-or their worship

Salvation Oracle

Like the othe' orac es, the'e is a structure 'or the Salvat on Orac e —found in ‘our parts: 'he messenger formu a the exp anat on of

the situation, the promise., and the reason.[ 1 ] The Salvation Oracles found in Isaiah are 'ooted in the O d estament theology

Going through the initial de iverance at the start connotes for Israe that the Holy One of Israel will remain their savior. Just as he

wos the savior ot the beginning, so it fo ows that his rescue continues to be anticipated, orayed for, and known. Yahweh is the God

who saves n reference to God's rescue of the Israelites from Egypt (the Exodus), ' God's saving act at the beg’nnin g of the history

f Israe s regarded as 'he nucleus of the tradition, or the transmission to Future generations. [ 1 2]

It is the multi-faceted lament after the demise (e.g. Isa 40:27) to which the revelation of the prophet, 

in the form of the salvation oracle, results in the divine response to the people's lament. Forgiveness

of amassed sin is an innate aspect of Yahweh's salvation and has to be explicitly relayed to the

people: [T]he message of comfort in Deutero-lsaioh is, in the initial words, immediately based

upon the announcement of forgiveness (Isa. 40:2).''[13]

Throughout Isaiah 44.21-22, God assures that he has removed the Israelites' transgressions, sins 

like a metaphorical thick cloud or heavy mist, and by this has redeemed them. This allots them the

chance to "return to [him]." God's extension of grace is not contingent on the people's repentance,

but in some coses goes before it. Within Isaiah, sin is cured through what is articulated in the 

opening chapter: the urgent beckoning for man's repentance and the divine act of refining. In lieu of 

the time of God's refinement, it is the proclamation and action of divine grace that is displayed as 

crucial to human repentance.[14]

The Holy One of I srae is the one who is capable of salvation and judgment. Salvatio n and judgment are best unde'stood when they

o

are seen together like in Isa. 10-11, 1 3 -1 5. Once again, there is a consistency in the poetic format of the oracle, and a pattern is

found in the combination of the two being relayed together. This pattern consists of five parts: the accusation or threat, the promise

rhe accusation or threat again, orac es of so vation and judgment, ond the co ncluding promise of salvotion.[ 1 5]

The Sin Problem

From the start of the Old Testament, sin is seen as a violation of God s command and, therefore, a betraya of the

relationship between God and humans. In the Latter Prophets, it is often ihe sins against h umanity that come more into Focus with

special emphasis., not exclusive y on the violation of orthodox worship, but also acts of social injustice, killing, deceiving, thieving

and sexua immora ity. Throughout the Old Testament, sin is not necessarily of individual intent, but it can be. and often is, a

corporate or generational act—for the Latter Prophets, there is no exception. here are various remed es presented in the Ola

Testament 'or sin and the prophets play o role in the delivery of those remed'es Divine discip ine which is what sin elicits is

inrerchanged or accompanied oy the prophetic voice nterpreting or warning about the aivine punishment with the hope of a

penitential repentance of the people [16.

Isaiah 53 sheds new light and gives another dimension to theology regarding sin, salvation, judgment, and repentance This

is the dimension that displays how vicarious suffering deals with the problem of sin. his passage is understood as the “ourth of the

servant songs and it has five strophes that allow the speakers to be somewhat identifiable (52.13-15; 53.1-3, 4-6, 7-10, and 11

2). Vicariousness ond atonement revea the’r importance in the 'ace of sin There is a nk between the attitude ana exercise of

indivdual ana collective retribution; it is natu'a that the'e would be a law punishing guilt and that there wou Id oe no avoiding the

consequences. It may at first seem that vicarious suffering and atonement would not work, on account of every individual s be ng 

'esponsible for their sin, but once it can be clarified that every sin collectively affects the created order, it begins to make more

sense. When it comes to suffering, it does not mean replacement, as much as it means sharing in the wretchedness and pain. The

difference comes in the attitude of submission to the suf'ering ond this al ows for reconciliation and restoration collectively os well

as individua ly. The heart of wil ing atonement on beha f of others sins denotes the necessity of counte'action aga nst -h e col ective

nature of guilt. As a result of the overarching e'fect of sin, healing actualizes when a person (or persons) are willing to su'fer 

atonement for others' guilt. The crucial point in this vicariousness is being able to identify the interconnectedness of guilt

ounishmenr, and atonement. The more people see s n os a soc o-communcl facet, the br ghrer, mo'e hopeful the servant's song. I his

is *he best 'epresentation of the aesired response of God's beckor’ng *o repentance ‘or the result o' 'econciliotion one resto'otive

healing. Snarea sufre'ing ana decisive atonement are demanded so that there is a disp ay of true 'ighteousness and a

representation of the mercy and grace of the Holy One.[ 1 7]

Repentance

Although repentance may not always necessarily bring about God's salvation or spare God's judgment, it can play a ro e. The

discussion of reoen’ance and its e::ec on salvation through judgmen* con begin in Isa ah 6. In that passage, it states God's holiness

From the holistic and broader context, which estob ishes God as the one who is absolute and distinctively divine in being and

activity. When this is truly revec ed to Isa a h, he begins to comp'ehena whe'e his people and he truly stand in relation to God. His

consciousness o' col ective ana individua sin is deepened in his vision, and he speaks the woe on himse f that is genera ly

pronounced over others. As a result of this devastating revelation, Isaiah does not beg for mercy but instead cries out in a despair

that rings with the expectation of judgment. Surprisingly enough, instead of what Isaiah anticipates, there is divine intervention on his

behalf and the prophet's sinfulness and guilt are token away. This is what qualifies Isaiah to play the role of emissary-prophet.[ 1 8]

This commission sets the stage for the rest of First Isaioh in regard to salvation through judgment, and begins to help answer the

question of whether or not human repentance is necessary for salvation

Examining the argument posed in Isaiah 1:19-20, it is clear that there is no offer of repentance nor escaping of judgment. This is a

case where Yahweh has made his verdict of judgment for the sinful people, who presumptuously assumed that Yahweh would just 

wipe out their iniquity and save them. How their sin is to be handled differs from the expected conditional exhortation of the

covenantal context. This is a disregarded exhortation that lends to the accusatory nature of the passage. In this text, there is no

indication that repentance will spare them from judgment.[ 1 9]

The Remnant

In Isaiah, both salvat: on and judgment entail a remnant. Remnant is most commonly used in regard to o people who h ave

remained alive through catastrophe or undergone devastation. The theological sense indicates either God's judgment on his sinful

people or his mercy in conserving a few as a source of hope in expectation for the future.[20] The idea of the remnant unFolds

throughout stories of the prophets ond in the prophetic books. An example displayed in Isaiah is that the concept of the remnant is

not a static notion, only maintaining a singularly constant linguistic piece Therefore static definitions are insufficient and one could

define the remnant as being the remainder of a community succeeding a catastrophic event —given that there is an understanding of

the dynamic nature of the actual catastrophe and community throughout the numerous stages of the history of Israel.[21.

In Isaiah 6.9-10, God sends Isaiah with an unusual, unexpected, and ironic message that has the opposite intent and effect than the 

repentance of the people. If one first takes into consideration that throughout scripture God's longing for his people focuses on

reform and deliverance, one can then accept the assertion that repentance is not always necessary for God’s solvation. This is

proved by the tact that when God saw that his people were beyond repentance and their stubbornness and pride were irrevocable

he stilI sent I saiah. The prophet's message only hardened the people even more, because they were so caught up in the r own

wisdom, they condemned themselves. Even though Isaiah pleads for their mercy, it is apparently too late (Isa. 6:1 1 b-1 3). The hope

is intended for future generations —although Isaiah himself has been saved because of his desire for restoration and submission to

the divine Isaiah is speaking to o specific generation of people. Despite the absolute nature of his message, it s only temporary

This is a ivine beckoning for the obedience and redemption of future generations. Future generations have to exist in order to

adhere to this, though, so the destruction of the current generation cannot be absolute —God would not send a prophet wi th a

d

message such os Isaiah's if there were no hope. If Isaiah and his family are purified and become the remnant, this leaves open the

possibility for others to do the same. This is showing that God's judgment is not always equivalent to total destruction and, in fact

can lead to salvation. There is o positive effect in God's divine judgment: he destroys in order to rebuild. A holy nation can come up

From a remaining root, and it will be one that has experienced cleansing judgmeat.[22]

The message within Isaiah is that the Lord is trustworthy, and the focus is on the providence of God. This is Yahweh, the Holy One of

Israel, who is capable of judgment, but also salvation. This underlying theology creates the necessity for the prophet's urgent

pushback against Israel's pride, unrepentance, and pretense. That pushback is the announcement of total destruction. It is this reality

that produces the difficulty in understanding the provenance within the prophecies that deal with the future deliverance.[23]

The remnant of his people is a phrase used to describe the restoration of the purified people as set apart from the section of the

community (hot had been wiped away.[24] MarkJ. Boda finds the second vision of Zion in Isa. 4.2-6 to be o safe haven 'or Israel

It sees Zion fil led with the remnant, the survivors, after God’ s cleansing judgment—the remedy for sin and the path to salvation.[25]

Boda later argues that repentance requires more than just a change of allegiance, but also a behavioral change. His example

comes from Isaiah 28-33. Succeeding a passage that had rejected trust in Yahweh and ended in a fear-stricken flight, 30.1 8-26

speaks to the Israelite people seeking o day when Yohweh will show grace ond compassion to the ones who wait upon him. This

grace is found for those who cry out of affliction to Yahweh. He will rescue them, lead them out of idolatry, ond heo I the wounds of

discipl ine and judgment—once again leading to salvation and creating a transformed people.[26.

Remnant theology is unique in its tie to judgment and salvation and its unveiling of the holiness of Yahweh because it provides a

way out for the faithful, but it still allows for the devastating judgment of the whole of the community. Yahweh will keep his covenant 

to his people who repent and trust in him (like the prophet Isaiah in chapter 6), but his holiness is still disp ayed in the catastrophic 

judgment of his people. There is o porodoxico tension shown in the holiness of Yahweh —bringing solvation through judgment

Isaianic Theology

Isaianic theology can be brought together through the holiness of God. The themes of si n judgment salvotion and

repentance find themselves subject to and a result of, Yahwe h's holiness. In ea ch text, it uniquely shows his holiness—whether it is

through his wrath and judgment, through his mercy and salvation, in a combination of the two. Within th e coll narrative of Isaiah 6,

the trajectory for all of the theology of Trito Isaiah (the third section of Isaiah) is directed. The judgment of the Holy One is clearly

seen in the trembling realization that Isaiah himself is a sinner and should not be in the presence of Yahweh, because the individual

ond national sin of the people are subject to the judgment of the Holy One There cou Id be a connection back to Exodus 1 9.1 8, in

that it is the holiness of God that ushers in salvation. Similarly in Exodus th e smoke of holiness eft the resources for salvation at the

altar. Keeping verse 6 in mind of Isa a h 6, while still relating it to this Exodus passage, the seraph flew to minister the cleansing

atonement for the sinner. Isaianic theology centers around the Holy One of Israel and the judgment and salvation he brings to 

repentant and unrepentant sinners.[27]

Conclusion

Salvotion can come through judgment ond restoration through punishment. The varying types of orocles and interactions

between Yahweh, the prophets, and his people ore displays of the dynamic relationship within the framework of the covenant. It can

oe seen that though some things are foretold with resounding finality, and I saiah may be considered the prophet of doom, things

can be subject to change. The repentance of the people is key and returning to true worship of Yahweh is the underlying motivation 

that the prophecies and oracles are founded on. The holiness of God is the factor that brings everything together, and it is where

udgment and solvation stem from. While the hoy and judgment orocles may appeor os solely bleak ond hopeless, o sinful ond

rebellious people are in relationship with a holy God, who desires to give them solvation. This may be Yahweh's purpose in sending

prophets to declare doom and devastation. The holy God of Israe I is constantly providing a way out ond a woy of hope —even for

those who do not deserve, or seemingly desire, it. All that is required is trust and repentance —human action affects the Holy One of

Israel. If they truly turned and feared, trusted and served God, the problem of sin would be reversed and salvation could precede

udgment, instead of coming through it
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